
The configuration guidelines provided in this document are to assist with scaling AirSpeed 
Multi Stream  v1.8 servers and Avid editor clients for use with the following storage 
solutions:

• Avid ISIS and ISIS client v1.6 and later, or v2.0.x and later systems

• Avid MediaNetwork 5.1.1 and later network systems

n Due to the dynamic nature of Avid ISIS and Avid MediaNetwork environments, AirSpeed 
Multi Stream v1.8 system performance might vary depending on specific network 
configuration and workgroup components. Contact your Avid representative to scope 
configuration possibilities when ordering an Avid system.

c To optimize performance of your AirSpeed Multi Stream, you must access the ISIS 
Management Console and modify your bandwidth allocation for each AirSpeed Multi 
Stream to be set at 50 MB/sec.
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AirSpeed Multi Stream Performance Guidelines

The topics in this section provide information on performance guidelines, including 
supported SD, MPEG-2 HD, DNxHD, and AVC-Intra stream counts, and the number of 
supported channels for Ingest, Playout, Record and Play for these system types.

SD Model Stream Counts

The following table provides the stream counts regarding the number of supported channels 
for Ingest, and Playout for SD models. 

The supported SD resolutions are as follows:

• DV25

• DV50

• IMX 30

• IMX 50

n A maximum of two channels of Ingest is supported (any resolution).
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MPEG-2 HD Model Stream Counts

The following table provides the stream counts regarding the number of supported channels 
for Ingest, and Playout for MPEG-2 HD models. 

SD and mixed stream counts for SD and MPEG-2 HD formats are also reflected.

The supported MPEG-2 HD resolutions are as follows:

• HDV 25mb 1080i

• MPEG-2 HD 17.5mb 1080i

• MPEG-2 HD 35mb 1080i

• MPEG-2 HD 50mb 1080i

• MPEG-2 HD 35mb 720p

• MPEG-2 HD 50mb 720p

n There is a maximum 4 channel ingest or playout for SD and MPEG-2 HD.

n For Send to Playback (STP) in MPEG-2 HD formats, the following applies:

• For NewsCutter v9.5 or later, Media Composer v5.5 or later, and Symphony v5.5 or 
later, Playout supports up to 8 audio tracks (4 stereo pairs).

• For NewsCutter versions earlier than 9.5, Media Composer versions earlier than v5.5, 
and Symphony versions earlier than v5.5, Playout supports up to 16 audio tracks (8 
stereo pairs).

n If you decide to use H.264 Proxy while recording your HD formats, up to 8 audio tracks are 
supported (4 stereo pairs).
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DNxHD Model Stream Counts

The following table provides stream counts including the number of supported channels for 
Ingest, Playout, Record and Play for DNxHD models.

Mixed Stream counts for SD and DNxHD formats are also reflected.

The supported DNxHD resolutions are as follows:

• DNxHD 120/145 8-bit 1080i

• DNxHD 120/145 8-bit 720p

• DNxHD 185/220 10-bit 1080i

• DNxHD 185/220 10-bit 720p

n PWT is not supported in the DNxHD 185/220 format. 

n In DNxHD 120 format, we support two Edit-While-Captures (EWC). 

n If you decide to use H.264 Proxy while recording your HD formats, up to 8 audio tracks are 
supported (4 stereo pairs).
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DNxHD High Performance Configuration Model Stream Counts

The following table provides stream counts including the number of supported channels for 
Ingest, Playout, Record and Play for DNxHD High Performance Configuration models.

Mixed Stream counts for SD and DNxHD formats are also reflected.

The supported DNxHD resolutions are as follows:

• DNxHD 120/145 8-bit 1080i

• DNxHD 120/145 8-bit 720p

n If you decide to use H.264 Proxy while recording your HD formats, up to 8 audio tracks are 
supported (4 stereo pairs).

n The high performance configuration in DNxHD 145 format allows up to 4 audio tracks (2 
stereo pairs). Transfers might not be sustainable for playback over longer periods of time 
when using higher audio track counts.
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AVC-Intra Model Stream Counts

This section contains information on the AVC-Intra model stream counts. The information is 
presented in two sections. One is 100Mbps formats, and the other is for 50Mbps formats. 

For more information, see:

• “AVC-Intra 50Mbps Stream Counts” on page 6

• “AVC-Intra 100Mbps Stream Counts” on page 7

AVC-Intra 50Mbps Stream Counts

The following table provides stream counts, including the number of supported channels for 
Ingest, and Playout, for AVC-Intra models using 50Mbs formats. 

SD and mixed stream counts for SD and AVC-Intra 50Mbps formats are also reflected.

The supported AVC-Intra resolutions covered in the following table are:

• AVC-Intra 50mb 1080i

• AVC-Intra 50mb 720p

n A maximum of 2 channels of mixed SD and AVC-I Ingest is supported.

n If you decide to use H.264 Proxy while recording your HD formats, up to 8 audio tracks are 
supported (4 stereo pairs).
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AVC-Intra 100Mbps Stream Counts

The following table provides scenarios regarding the number of supported channels for 
Ingest and Playout for AVC-Intra model systems using 100Mbps formats.

SD and mixed stream counts for SD and AVC-Intra 100Mbps formats are also reflected.

The supported AVC-Intra resolutions covered in the following table are:

• AVC-Intra 100mb 1080i

• AVC-Intra 100mb 720p

n If you decide to use H.264 Proxy while recording your HD formats, up to 8 audio tracks are 
supported (4 stereo pairs).
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Avid ISIS

AirSpeed Multi Stream v1.8 Performance with ISIS 2.0.4 and Later

The configuration list below indicates the amount of bandwidth required to be available on 
shared storage for each channel on a given format. These guidelines should be followed 
while adding AirSpeed Multi Stream servers and Avid editing clients to Avid Shared Storage 
to ensure that Ingests, Send to Playbacks and Play While Transfers take place in near 
“Real-time”. Ingests to a mirrored workspace use twice as much storage bandwidth, but only 
use the bandwidth listed below over the Ethernet connections from the AirSpeed Multi 
Stream.

Bandwidth required for each Ingest, STP, and PWT channel is listed in the following table:

Example 1: What is the bandwidth necessary for use if we have two (2) 50 Mbit, four 
channel AirSpeed Multi Stream Ingest devices and two (2) 50 Mbit four channel AirSpeed 
Multi Stream STP devices for use with ISIS?

If you consider that 4 channels x 12.5MBps per channel = 50MBps, and multiply this by 2 
(two devices) = 100MBps or 200MBps mirrored, then the following applies:

Ingest Reservation (100MBps or 200MBps mirrored) + STP Reservation (100MBps) = 
300MBps needed to support these four devices. One Mirrored ISIS Engine can provide this. 
(300-400MBps).

Example 2: What is the bandwidth necessary for use if we have four (4) 120/145 Mbit 2 
channel AirSpeed Multi Stream Ingest devices, and three (3) 50 Mbit 4 channel AirSpeed 
Multi Stream STP devices for use with ISIS?

If you consider that 2 channels x 25MBps per channel = 50MBps, and multiply this by 4 
(four devices) = 200MBps or 400MBps mirrored, then the following applies:

Bandwidth Requirements Table  

Format Megabytes per Second

50 Mbit or less 12.5MBps

100/120/145 Mbit 25MBps

185/220 Mbit 37.5MBps
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Ingest Reservation (200MBps or 400MBps mirrored) + STP Reservation (150MBps) = 
550MBps needed to support these seven devices. Two Mirrored ISIS Engines can provide 
this. (600-800MBps).

Engine Performance

Avid ISIS scales in a linear fashion and is based on the amount of bandwidth an ISIS engine 
(or several engines) are able to provide. A single ISIS engine is comprised of 16 storage 
blades and can produce upwards of 400 MB/s aggregate throughput by serving multiple 
clients simultaneously. All of the results stated in this document were based on a mirrored 
workspace.

If you are using multiple Avid ISIS storage chassis, the number of AirSpeed Multi Stream 
servers and Avid editing systems in the list above apply to each ISIS storage chassis. Scaling 
an Avid ISIS beyond a single engine effectively scales in a linear fashion based on a single 
engines performance.  To understand what that rating is, use the following table to define an 
engine’s capabilities based on the chunk size selected when creating a storage group and the 
resolutions in use.

Engine Bandwidth Performance (MB/s)  

Legend

N/S indicates not supported.

Block Size 256 Chunk Size 512 Chunk Size

Switch ISS1000 ISS2000 ISS1000 ISS2000

Storage 
Blade SD HD/SD SD HD/SD SD HD/SD SD HD/SD

i2000 N/S N/S N/S N/S N/S N/S 400 400

I1000 300 240 300 240 N/S N/S 400 400

I500 300 240 300 240 N/S N/S 400 400
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Avid MediaNetwork 

The configuration list below shows the amount of bandwidth required to be available on 
shared storage for each channel on a given format. These guidelines should be followed 
while adding AirSpeed Multi Stream servers and Avid editing clients to Avid Shared Storage 
to ensure that Ingests, Send to Playbacks and Play While Transfers take place in near 
“Real-time”. Ingests to a mirrored workspace use twice as much storage bandwidth, but only 
use the bandwidth listed below over the Ethernet connections from the AirSpeed Multi 
Stream.

n MediaNetwork configurations are limited to 90-110 MB/s.

Bandwidth required for each Ingest, STP, and PWT channel is listed in the following table:

Example 1: What is the bandwidth necessary for use if we have one (1) 50 Mbit 4 channel 
AirSpeed Multi Stream Ingest device and one (1) 50 Mbit four channel AirSpeed Multi 
Stream STP device for use with MediaNetwork?

Ingest Reservation (50MBps) + STP Reservation (50MBps) = 100MBps needed to support 
these two devices.

Copyright © 2011 Avid Technology, Inc. and its licensors. All rights reserved. AirSpeed, Avid, Avid Unity, and Avid Unity ISIS 
are either trademarks or registered trademarks of Avid Technology, Inc. in the United States and/or other countries. Intel is a 
registered trademark of Intel Corporation or its subsidiaries in the United States and other countries. All other trademarks 
contained herein are the property of their respective owners.

Bandwidth Requirements Table  

Format Megabytes per Second

50 Mbit or less 12.5MBps

100/120/145 Mbit 25MBps

185/220 Mbit 37.5MBps
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